nisms for local protein synthesis and degradation, highlighting some of the key unresolved questions. We focus A cornerstone of our understanding of the neuron as a here on cell biological issues, and mention only briefly cell came from findings in the late 19th century that the role of local synthesis in synaptic plasticity, which axons and dendrites grew out from the cell body, and has been considered in other recent reviews (Steward depended on the cell body for their survival. These findand Schuman, 2001). ings led Ramon y Cajal to conclude that the cell body was the "trophic center of the neuron." Later cell biological studies revealed that the machinery for macromolec- remain to be established.
the dendritic shaft, and are not associated with syndendritic localization is inferred by the pattern of labeling in brain regions where there are distinct neuropil layers apses (Horton and Ehlers, 2003). In either case, the spine apparatus, which has a form that has invited speculation that contain dendrites but few neuronal cell bodies (cortical regions including the hippocampus and the cerethat it might be a mini-Golgi apparatus (Steward and Reeves, 1988) , has not been implicated in Golgi function. bellar cortex). It is important to establish that the mRNA is in fact present in dendrites and not in glial cells, which Thus, some 50 years after its discovery, the function of the spine apparatus and the related cisternal apparatus can be done using nonisotopic in situ hybridization techniques. at nonspine synapses remains a mystery. Table 1 It is likely that proper signaling would require a precise acting elements (usually in the 3ЈUTR) act as "zip codes" for delivery into dendrites (Tiedge et al., 1999) . This has stoichiometric relationship between the different molecules making up the NRC, raising the question of how been demonstrated convincingly for CAMKII in an experiment in which a mutant mouse was produced in such a complex is assembled. One possibility is that the complex is assembled away from the synapse, and which most of the 3ЈUTR of ␣-CAMKII mRNA was replaced by the 3ЈUTR of bovine growth hormone (Miller inserted into the psd. Alternatively, local synthesis at synapses provides a mechanism that could allow the et al., 2002). In situ hybridization analyses revealed that CAMKII mRNA lacking the 3ЈUTR remained in the cell different molecular constituents of the NRC to be replaced by direct substitution into existing complexes at body, and biochemical analyses revealed that CAMKII protein levels in the postsynaptic density were reduced. the postsynaptic density. In this regard, it is of interest that one of the components of the NRC (Arc) is exPhysiological and behavioral studies revealed subtle but significant deficits in late-phase LTP and memory in pressed as an IEG, and disappears within hours after induction, whereas the other component proteins have the mutant animals, suggesting that local synthesis of CAMKII protein is important for these processes. It canmuch longer half-lives (Ehlers, 2003).
If constituents of the NRC are replaced individually, not be excluded, however, that local synthesis is required to maintain high levels of ␣-CAMKII protein in the then ribosomes and other components of the translational machinery would have to be closely associated, psd, which in turn is important for the signal transduction events that are critical for late-phase LTP. In this case, perhaps embedded within the postsynaptic density as they synthesize molecules of the NRC. Direct electron local synthesis itself would not play a direct role in bringing about the late-phase modifications, but instead microscopic visualization of ribosomes is problematic because of the electron-dense nature of the postsynapwould create a signal transduction-competent synapse (Steward, 2002 ). tic density, but studies using subcellular fractionation and EM immunocytochemical techniques have provided evidence for the localization of several components of
Regulation of mRNA Translation at Synapses the translational machinery and ribosomal protein in
The selective localization of ribosomes at synapses inpostsynaptic densities, which would be consistent with vites the speculation that signals generated by synaptic the presence of ribosomes in association with the denactivity may regulate translation of mRNAs in dendrites.
sity (Asaki et al., 2003).
There is a bit of a puzzle, however. Although synapses It is also noteworthy that strong synaptic activation, on proximal dendrites may have multiple clusters of which is associated with an increase in the synthesis of polyribosomes, most synapses on middle and distal molecules that are assembled into the NRC (Arc and dendrites have only one to two polyribosome clusters CAMKII), causes a translocation of ribosomes from the . If each cluster is associated with an spine base out into the spine head, where they would individual mRNA, this means that one to two mRNAs be closer to the postsynaptic density itself (Ostroff et are being translated at any given time. Given that there al., 2002). Moreover, a more recent study reveals that a are a number of different mRNAs present in dendrites similar stimulation paradigm caused a 3-fold increase (even with the more conservative list of mRNAs that are in the levels of CAMKII mRNA in isolated synaptodenevident by in situ hybridization), there must be competidrosomes without any change in overall CAMKII mRNA tion for initiation and translation. How this is orcheslevels, suggesting translocation of preexisting CAMKII trated is just now being investigated, and it appears that mRNA from the shaft of the dendrite out into the spine the story will be complex. Local protein synthesis appears to be especially impormRNAs (Table 1) gesting that agonists actively regulate the proteasome. In addition, injection of proteasome inhibitors into senIn addition, expression of a ubiquitin K48R mutant, in sory neurons can prevent synaptic facilitation (Chain et which polyubiquitin chain formation is inhibited, also al., 1999). A different story emerges, however, from a blocked GluR1 and GluR2 endocytosis. As K48R permits more recent study (Zhao et al., 2003) . In this study, bath monoubiquitin-dependent processes, these data indiapplication or injection of proteasome inhibitors incate a role for the proteasome and polyubiquitination creased basal synaptic strength and enhanced, rather in the agonist-induced internalization of GluRs. than prevented, the synaptic facilitation elicited by serotonin treatment (Zhao et al., 2003 Figure 1) . that proteasomal protein degradation is important for Signals mediated by NMDA receptor activation seem both synaptic and behavioral plasticity. E6-AP is a ubiespecially important. Protein synthesis is critical for esquitin ligase (E3) that is required, together with the papiltablishing enduring changes at synapses induced by lomavirus E6 oncoprotein, for the ubiquitination and synaptic activation, and local proteasome activity may degradation of the tumor suppressor p53 (Scheffner et either facilitate or oppose these plastic modifications. al., 1993). Mutations in the E6-AP gene (Ube3a) cause Although protein synthesis is usually viewed as being Angelman's syndrome, a human hereditary disease that "constructive" (activity induces synthesis of proteins results in mental retardation and seizures (Kishino et that are necessary for synaptic modification), it is interal., 1997). Hippocampal slices prepared from mice that esting to consider whether synaptic signaling might also possess a maternal Ube3a null mutation exhibit normal decrease the synthesis of certain proteins that normally basal synaptic transmission but attenuated short-term LTP (Jiang et al., 1998) . The mutant animals also exhibit limit synaptic strength. In growth cones, signals are gen- 
